
(Course Outcome/CO)

Q.1 Volume is a ________ property of a 

thermodynamics system.  (CO-1)

SECTION-A

Note: Objectives questions. All questions are 

compulsory  (10x1=10)

Q.5 Diesel cycle is also known as ________(CO-4)

Q.2 Heat is _________ grade energy. (CO-1)

Q.4 In isochoric process, the __________ remain 

constant. (CO-3)

Q.3 Boyle's law is applied when ________is 

constant. (CO-2)
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Q.14 Define universal gas constant. (CO-2)

Q.10 Hydraulic jack work on ________Law. (CO-9) 

Q.6 SI unit of surface tension is N/m. (True/False) 

  (CO-5)

SECTION-B 

Q.8 Vacuum pressure is also called_______(CO-6)

Q.11 Define closed system. (CO-1)

Q.15 State first law of thermodynamics. (CO-3)

Q.16 Define mass density of fluid. (CO-5)

Q.9 The SI unit of discharge is ___________ (CO-7)

Q.7 Write the SI units of specific weight.  (CO-5)

Q.12 Define boundary. (CO-1) 

Q.17 Define specific gravity of fluid. (CO-5)

Note: Very Short answer type questions. Attempt any 

ten parts   10x2=20

Q.13 State charle's law. (CO-2)

Q.18 State Pascal's law. (CO-6)

(2)
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Q.20 Define uniform flow. (CO-7)

Q.22 Write down the four practical applications of 

pneumatics. (CO-9)

Q.23 Differentiate between heat and work.  (CO-1)

Q.19 Define atmospheric pressure. (CO-6)

Q.21 Write main components of a reciprocating 

pump. (CO-8)

SECTION-C 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 

questions.   8x5=40

Q.24 Explain Vander wall equation. (CO-2)

Q.25 Explain steady flow energy equation. (CO-3)

Q.27 If the specific gravity of a fluid is 13.6, find its 

mass density and weight density.  (CO-5)

Q.28 Explain bourdon tube pressure gauge. (CO-6)

Q.29 Explain continuity equation of flow. (CO-7)

Q.30 Explain hydraulic brake.  (CO-8)

Q.26 Write a short note on Diesel cycle. (CO-4)

(3)

Q.31 Differentiate between hydraulic system and 

pneumatic system. (CO-9)

Q.32 Write the different components of pneumatic 

system. (CO-9)

SECTION-D 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions.   3x10=30

Q.33 Explain diesel cycle with PV and TS diagram 

and  write different operations involved in it.

  (CO-4)

Q.34 Derive the expression for work done during 

adiabatic expansion. (CO-3)

Q.35 Explain construction and working of centrifugal 

pump with neat diagram. (CO-8)

Q.36 Explain the following terms:

 (a) Second law of the thermodynamics. (CO-6)

 (b) Characteristic gas equation. (CO-2)

(Note: Course outcome/CO is for office use only)
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